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Lean Solution powered by  
SmartWire-DT®

The Lean-Philosophie

The requirements of the machine building sector are becoming 

increasingly more extensive. Machines have to be built in 

ever shorter time frames, at lower costs, and not only offer 

increased performance but also greater energy efficiency. 

The Lean Solution from Eaton and its focus on Lean 

Connectivity, Lean Automation and Lean Power here offer an 

approach that makes a decisive improvement along the entire 

value chain.

Lean means greater value creation

The core principle of this philosophy is to reduce waste – whether in costs, material or 

time. This has led to Eaton developing products, components and processes that reduce 

waste and increase value creation along the entire value chain, from design to construction, 

commissioning, right through to expansions.

Benefits that reduce 
waste

Lean Solution ensures a 

considerable reduction of 

all costs from planning and 

engineering, material use 

and wiring, right through 

to commissioning and 

subsequent maintenance. 

This creates the engineering 

freedom needed for creative 

and economical solutions.

Saving 30%

Example: Savings in every step of the life cycle

Planning /  
engineering

Material Wiring Commissioning Maintenance

Lean Solution

Conventional  
solution

Controlled 250 drives in the sorting system
The savings that could be made in cabling are enormous: "For us, the 
wiring requirement has been reduced to an eighth of what it normally 
would be. Thanks to SmartWire-DT the cross wiring has been reduced 
from 1 kilometer to 50 meters, and the cabling required for the control 
circuit devices on the machines has been reduced by approx. 40%. 
Troubleshooting has also been considerably reduced since faults can be 
found quickly due to the high level of data transparency of the connected 
stations. Instead of the two weeks required for commissioning our 
previous sorting plant project, we only needed 1.5 days with this project", 
says Christian Gormanns from Schaltanlagenbau Gormanns GmbH in 
review of this project.
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Eaton's solutions are designed to cover every single detail in your 
machines

From electrical control systems with automation, visualization, safety, control circuit devices, 

sensors, motor starters, and drives all the way to power management, including uninterrupted 

power supply systems. In fact, Eaton's machine solutions are also designed to incorporate 

entire hydraulic systems.

Lean Automation

Our SmartWire-DT communication system 

incorporates the I/O layer directly into 

switchgear, eliminating the I/O layer on PLCs. 

This not only makes it possible to have more 

compact control panels and machines, but 

also results in automation structures that are 

simple to design and configure.

Lean Connectivity

SmartWire-DT makes it possible to easily 

connect switchgear in control panels, as well 

as sensors and actuators outside control 

panels. It is not only designed to replace 

time-consuming and error-prone point-to-point 

control wiring, but also reduces the work 

and complexity involved in putting systems 

together. For example, it eliminates the need 

to test wiring and makes commissioning 

significantly easier. In addition, later expansions 

can be easily added by simply connecting 

new devices to an existing SmartWire-DT 

communications cable.

Lean Power

Having comprehensive data available, 

especially for motor starters, drives, and 

circuit-breakers, makes it possible to have 

full data transparency on PLCs. This can be 

used to optimize energy consumption levels, 

simplify diagnostic and maintenance work, and 

improve machine availability.

Wiring costs reduced by 60%
For decades, Minden-based Minda Industrieanlagen GmbH has been 
an industry leader in the development of presses for the production of 
glued laminated timber. Its latest product is a hydraulic press system 
that is operated from up to six remote control panels. In turn, each of 
these panels features a touch display device, 10 to 60 signaling devices 
–  indicator lights, pushbuttons, and changeover switches, signalling 
contacts of emergency-stop buttons and an I/O station for sensors that 
are not part of the SmartWire-DT system. If the company were to use 
conventional wiring, setting up the sensor wiring for each individual panel 
would take 3 to 18 hours. By using SmartWire-DT instead, it has reduced 
the time that wiring takes by more than 60%.
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Darwin Technology

SmartWire-DT®: The key to planning  
and building cost-effectively…

With SmartWire-DT, Eaton offers a forward-looking technology that makes 

it possible to plan, design, configure, wire, test, and commission electrical 

equipment much faster.

Protecting Operation & 
 monitoring

Controlling

Switching
Drives

Efficient engineering

The advantages of SmartWire-DT start from the planning stage. For starters, the system 

eliminates the need for traditionally required PLC inputs/outputs, eliminating a time-consuming 

step in initial project phases. This also means that the space that this I/O would normally take 

is freed up, making the use of smaller control panels possible. The result is not only added 

flexibility, but also the elimination of additional costs. Moreover, the use of fewer components 

reduces the number of orders that need to be placed, while also keeping the electrical design 

work involved more manageable.

SmartWire-DT in control panels … Eliminate mistakes by connecting 
instead of wiring

With SmartWire-DT, conventional control circuit wiring is replaced with one single continuous 

ribbon cable. This completely eliminates wiring mistakes, as switchgear can be easily plugged 

into the ribbon cable. The guaranteed result is safe and error-free switchgear installations 

combined with significantly shorter commissioning times.

SmartWire-DT can also be used to directly 

connect sensors and actuators in the field. 

To do so, each individual sensor is connected 

directly to the SmartWire-DT communication 

system using T-connectors. This eliminates 

the need to route sensor cables to control 

panels or to junction boxes set up in the field. 

In addition, it also makes it easy to connect 

new sensors where required at any time.

SmartWire-DT in the field: Directly connect individual sensors and actuators

Engineering Build/Wire/
Install
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… running equipment efficiently and reliably

Safe and reliable operation

Using SmartWire-DT not only provides advantages during the planning, configuration, and installation stages, but 

also during operation. For example, the communication system not only makes it possible to transmit traditionally 

accessible process data, but also details concerning the availability and state of connected switchgear. This 

information provides unparalleled data transparency that makes it possible to avoid errors and optimize operation. 

The end result – improved machine performance and availability.

Reliable motor protection

The basis for proper motor protection is 

correctly setting the overload current on the 

corresponding circuit-breaker. This is why PKE 

electronic motor-protective circuit-breakers 

transmit the value of the currently set overload 

current via SmartWire-DT so that it can be 

compared with the corresponding setpoint in 

order to ensure that proper motor protection is 

being provided. This also means that changes 

during operation can be monitored and logged.

Increased availability

When used together with PKE electronic motor-protective 

circuit-breakers, SmartWire-DT provides PLCs with continuous 

information on the load conditions of the motor being used. 

This means that motor overloads can be detected early on, 

enabling operators to take action and prevent the motor 

from being switched off. The result is improved machine and 

system availability.

Easy expansion

SmartWire-DT makes it easy to add expansions during 

operation. New SmartWire-DT modules simply need to 

be connected to the ribbon cable inside the control panel, 

while field components only need to be connected to a new 

T-connector. To put it simply: Connect your sensor and you're 

done!

Operation Extend
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SmartWire-DT®. 
Interconnect 99 devices over 600 m.

One system, countless possibilities:

Up to 99 devices can be connected on a single SmartWire-DT line. The maximum permissible 

total length is 600 m, while the maximum data volume for cyclic process data is 1,000 bytes. In 

addition to the actual communication cable, the SmartWire-DT cable also includes the required 

power supply conductor and control cables. An eight-conductor ribbon cable is used in control 

panels, while a five-conductor round cable with M12 plug connectors is used to connect sensors 

and actuators outside control panels.

The flat cable
The "green" eight-conductor 
ribbon cable is used in control 
panels. The SmartWire-DT 
external device plug is used to 
connect this cable to switchgear.

The five-conductor round cable
For field components, SmartWire-
DT uses a five-conductor cable 
with M12 connectors. The con-
nection to sensors and actuators 
is established using conventional, 
standardized M12 cables.

Installation is easy: 
Mount the plug, crimp it, connect it to the communication module, and you're done!

3. Step: establish device 
connector contact
... establish the device plug and 
flat cable contact using the plug 
crimping tool.

2. Step: position the device 
plug
... then position the device plug 
as required and fix it by applying 
light pressure ...

4. Connect the function 
element
… Finally, plug the external device 
plug into the SmartWire-DT 
function element.

1. Step: mount the device plug 
Place the eight pole flat cable in 
the device plug and snap shut, ...
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1. SmartWire-DT PLC XC-152
2. SmartWire-DT HMI-PLC
3. PLC with field bus 

interface
4. SmartWire-DT Gateways
5. Control relay easy800 with 

SmartWire-DT
6. SmartWire-DT blade 

terminal 8 pole
7. SmartWire-DT 8-pin ribbon 

cable
8. SmartWire-DT I/O module

9. SmartWire-DT module for 
miniature circuit-breakers 
and residual-current circuit 
breakers

10. SmartWire-DT external 
device plug 8 pole

11. SmartWire-DT Connection 
for NZM

12. NZM circuit-breakers
13. SmartWire-DT contactor 

module
14. DILM contactor
15. SmartWire-DT contactor 

module with Hand-0-
Automatic switch 

23. RMQ-Titan mounting clamp 
for flush mounting plates 

24. RMQ-Titan indicator light 
25. SmartWire-DT function 

elements for front mount 
26. SmartWire-DT operating 

elements 
27. SmartWire-DT powerfeed 

card
28. SmartWire-DT enclosure 

cable gland for converting 
a ribbon cable to an 8-pin 
round cable, M20

29. SmartWire-DT enclosure 
cable gland for converting 
a ribbon cable to a 5-pin 
round cable, M12

30. Surface mounting 
enclosure RMQ-Titan

31. Surface mounting 
enclosure RMQ-Titan

32. SmartWire-DT card for 
function elements, base 
fixing

33. SmartWire-DT LED 
elements for base fixing 

34. SmartWire-DT function 
elements for base fixing 

35. SmartWire-DT Universal 
slave for base fixing 

36. SmartWire-DT 8-pin 
connector

37. SmartWire-DT round cable, 
8-pole

38. SmartWire-DT adapter for 
flat/round cable for top-hat 
rail mounting

39. SmartWire-DT PKE (motor-
protective circuit-breaker)

40. PKE motor-protective 
circuit-breakers

41. DS7 soft starter
42. SmartWire-DT function 

element for DC1 variable 
frequency drives

43. SmartWire-DT function 
element for DA1 variable 
frequency drives

44. DC1 variable frequency 
drives

45. DA1 variable frequency 
drives

46. SmartWire-DT bus 
termination resistor for 
8-pin ribbon cable

47. 5-pin M12 plug connector
48. Round cable, 5-pole
49. SmartWire-DT IP67 I/O 

module, 2 I/O
50. SmartWire-DT IP67 I/O 

module, 4 I/O
51. SmartWire-DT IP67 I/O 

module, max. 16 I/O
52. SmartWire-DT IP67 bus 

termination resistor for 
5-pin round cable, M12

53. SmartWire-DT connection 
to SL4/SL7 signal tower

54. Signal towers SL4 /SL7
55. Electronic motor starter 

EMS
56. SmartWire-DT planning and 

ordering aid, SWD-Assist

16. Motor-Protective Circuit-
Breakers

17. Motor starter MSC
18. SmartWire-DT PKE module 

(motor starter)
19. Motor starter with PKE 

electronic motor protection
20. Soft starter DS7 with 

electronic motor protection 
from PKE

21. SmartWire-DT universal 
module, front mount

22. SmartWire-DT LED 
elements, front mount 
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SWD‐TeilnehmerGateway

Steuerung

EATON 
Steuerung

SmartWire‐DT

SmartWire‐DT

Feldbus

SWD‐Teilnehmer

SWD‐TeilnehmerGateway

Steuerung

EATON 
Steuerung

SmartWire‐DT

SmartWire‐DT

Feldbus

SWD‐Teilnehmer

Gateways – Access a wide variety of systems 
using fieldbus standards

Gateways can be used to connect the SmartWire-DT 

communication system to operating systems from any 

manufacturer by using standardized fieldbus interfaces. In fact, 

SmartWire-DT can communicate via PROFIBUS-DP, PROFINET, 

CAN open, Ethernet/IP, Modbus-TCP, Powerlink, and EtherCAT 

without a problem. When using this approach, standardized 

mechanisms for configuring and setting the parameters of 

SmartWire-DT modules are used. Whether you are currently 

using a remote I/O system, or whether you will soon be 

introducing the innovative SmartWire-DT communication 

system: configuration and programming don't change for you.

Get where you want to with SWD-
Assist: .. Plan .. Configure ..

The SWD-Assist program is designed to 

help you plan, design, and configure your 

SmartWire-DT network. All you have to do is 

select the SmartWire-DT function elements 

you need from a device catalog and then 

place them where you want. You can save the 

configuration and reuse it for other projects. 

Moreover, SWD-Assist can be used to test 

your network and, if desired, can add any 

missing components. Finally, if you are using 

gateways to connect to SmartWire-DT,  

exporting the network configuration and the 

I/O data will make it easier to use in the PLC 

manufacturer's programming system.
SWD-Assist can be downloaded for free 

from our website:  

www.eaton.eu/documentation

Search term: SWD-Assist

SmartWire-DT®. 
Linear automation.

SmartWire-DT is making an especially strong mark on the 

field of automation through its use of distributed intelligence. 

Interface modules installed on standard switchgear are 

replacing the digital and analog I/O layer on PLCs. Gateways 

make it not just possible, but in fact simple to access the 

SmartWire-DT network independent of the operating system. 

At the same time, SmartWire-DT technology is available as an 

integrated part of our controllers. The result: easy-to-configure, 

linear automation structures with few components.

Lean Automation architecture: The SmartWire-DT network is 
connected directly to the PLC

Fieldbus gateways make it possible to connect to PLCs from 
any manufacturer

http://www.eaton.eu/documentation
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… Commission … Diagnose

SWD-Assist also provides commissioning and 

diagnostic assistance. For starters, the diagnostic 

interface can be used to display all devices and check 

that they have been installed correctly. In addition, 

it features a wiring test functionality that makes it 

possible to set any outputs and shows feedback 

signals from sensors, proximity sensors, and auxiliary 

contacts, as well as the settings and parameters for 

more complex switchgear. Moreover, process values 

can be displayed during machine operation, and 

detailed diagnostic messages help quickly analyze 

fault conditions. The diagnostics buffer, which also 

stores past fault messages, is particularly useful 

within this context.

XC152 Compact PLC

Communication is the defining characteristic behind this powerful and compact 

PLC. The XC152 makes it possible to cost-effectively take care of automation 

tasks thanks to an integrated SmartWire-DT master and a variety of additional 

interfaces. Moreover, innovative solutions can be implemented thanks to 

the ability to transfer data using the Ethernet interface to OPC clients and 

the integrated web server. Basically put, these features make it possible to 

integrate the PLC into state-of-the-art communication systems with distributed 

control units.

HMI PLC, XV100 Series

With SmartWire-DT, the controller's I/O layer is integrated into the 

corresponding switchgear, enabling XV100 HMI PLCs to use SmartWire-DT 

to directly access digital and analog data from control circuit devices all the 

way to circuit-breakers. This makes it possible to combine visualization and 

control functions in a single powerful and compact unit, reducing the number 

of components and engineering work and enabling users to create flexible, yet 

streamlined automation solutions.

easy800 control relay

SmartWire-DT enables switchgear to communicate. This makes it possible for 

our new easy800 control relays with an integrated SmartWire-DT master to 

directly access analog and digital switchgear data. In fact, these control relays 

are able to access not only status messages, but also current consumption 

values. Moreover, this eliminates not only I/Os on the device, but also the need 

to wire switchgear individually.
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SmartWire-DT®.
Simply ingenious.

Conventional wiring of control circuit devices involves a lot of effort and 

expense – every contact or indicator light is wired individually, and separately 

connected to the input/output modules of the control. This requires a lot of time 

and has the potential for many wiring faults. SmartWire-DT is simply ingenious 

– the flat green cable connects control circuit devices with just a click. This 

saves time and reduces the sources of error.

Function elements for base fixing
The function elements differ in their properties according to the actuation devices that 
are used (pushbuttons, selector switches, indicator lights, etc.) and are available in the 
following versions:

Front fixing 
The variant shown on the left is also available for 
front fixing. Shown here: the front and rear view of 
a function element with 2 positions.

SmartWire-DT − simply ingenious 
− for control circuit devices.

RMQ-Titan® installation 

RMQ Titan control circuit devices are 

plugged together with SmartWire-DT 

function elements.

Simply insert the device plug, ready to go.

• Function element LED
• Function element LED with 2 positions 
• Function element LED with 3 positions

• Function element with 3 positions
• Function element with 2 positions
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RMQ Titan surface mount enclosure with SmartWire-DT
The green SmartWire-DT round conductor connects the control panel with the 
peripherals. The M22-.. surface mount enclosures are connected with cable glands or 
plug connectors (optional accessories). The circuit board is simply connected using colour 
coded push-in terminals. Now simply snap on the required base fixing function element 
– ready to go.

Every SmartWire-DT function element has its own 
address as well as self diagnostics.
The benefits: fast and efficient diagnostics.

EMERGENCY-STOP device
The 2-position function elements are designed to 
ensure that a standard contact element can be used 
to the right and left of the SmartWire-DT function 
 element. For the EMERGENCY-STOP device this 
has the benefit that the EMERGENCY-STOP circuit 
can be wired separately and can feature a two-
channel design.

Signal towers increase availability

Signal towers are an important component of a lean solution, since the advance 

warning function provides information that help the operator avoid potential 

failures and increase availability. Potential failures are not just detected in 

advance by intelligent switchgear, but in fact are also signalized by signal towers 

with SmartWire-DT. This allows operators to react immediately and avoid stops. 

This in turn significantly increases efficiency and machine availability.
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SmartWire-DT®.
Simply clever.

Even the conventional wiring of a control current circuit incorporating motor 

starters or contactors involves considerable time and effort.

Every motor starter or every contactor is wired individually, and separately 

connected to the input/output modules of the control. This requires a lot 

of time and has the potential for many wiring faults and operating faults. It 

is really clever with our motor starters and contactors of the xStart series 

complemented by SmartWire-DT.

SmartWire-DT − simply clever − 
for motor starters or contactors

Motor starters from standard components

SmartWire-DT modules for DILM contactors with capacities 

of up to 38 A can be simply plugged into the contactors 

the same way as an auxiliary contact. The result? 

Communication capabilities can be added to a traditional 

contactor in the blink of an eye. Moreover, the PKZ motor-

protective circuit-breaker from our standard range of 

products can be used with these contactors to put together 

a motor starter, and our standard accessories can always 

be used to customize motor starters for a wide variety of 

requirements.

EMERGENCY-STOP
EMERGENCY-STOP shutdown at a central point: The 24 V DC 
control voltage for the contactors is supplied centrally on the 
gateway. Thus the power supply is integrated into an EMERGENCY-
STOP circuit and leads to switch off of the contactors during an 
EMERGENCY-STOP.
Several EMERGENCY-STOP circuits can be established within 
a SmartWire-DT line. EMERGENCY-STOP circuits can be simply 
established by the use of powerfeed 1 or 2.

Switch up to 2200 A with a coupling contactor
In addition to the size 1 and 2 contactors, the SmartWire-DT modules 
for DILM can also be combined with contactor relays of type DILA. 
This opens new possibilities for distributed control of loads with 
AC voltages, or the distributed control of the DILA as a coupling 
contactor for contactors up to 2200 A. The switching status of the 
controlled contactor is also determined via the two digital inputs of the 
SmartWire-DT module for DILM.
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SmartWire-DT offers all the necessary  
information without complex wiring.

Simple, fast: EMS with SmartWire-DT

EMS electronic motor starters eliminate the need for a number 

of motor control and protection components, as well as their 

wiring, and all with a long service life of 30 million switching 

operations. This not only saves valuable control panel space, 

but also reduces wiring complexity and costs. To top it all off, 

using EMS motor starters together with SmartWire-DT turns 

the corresponding power supply and control connections into 

plug-in connections so that you can get your system going in 

no time.

These electronic motor starters are intended for applications in which motors with a 
performance range of 0.06 kW to 3 kW need to be driven and protected while using up 
as little space as possible.
The following characteristics make them a compelling choice:

• Narrow width (30 mm)
• Push-in connection terminals make it possible to connect cables without using tools
• Electronic wide-range overload protection
•  Hybrid contact design, ensuring a long contact life

Using these electronic motor starters together with SmartWire-DT makes their 
installation and operation even easier. More specifically, it replaces all power supply 
and control connections with a communications connection, meaning that the motor 
starters can simply be run directly from the PLC without any additional I/O devices.
Functions via SmartWire-DT:

• DOL starter / clockwise operation
• Counterclockwise operation
• Remote reset (manual / automatic)
• Operating direction feedback signal
• Error condition feedback signal
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SmartWire-DT®.
Simply communicative.

When used in combination with SmartWire-DT, PKE electronic circuit-breakers 

can be easily integrated into automated environments. In this way, all relevant 

information of the motor power distribution system can be transferred to the 

control. In fact, this can be done both with individual PKE circuit-breakers and 

with PKE motor-protective circuit-breakers and motor starter combinations.

SmartWire-DT – simply communicative –
for PKE circuit-breaker

Networked PKE circuit-breaker

With their system protection trip blocks, PKE units can be 

used as circuit-breakers conforming to IEC 60947-2 for power 

distribution applications featuring currents of up to 65 A. When 

used for this purpose, the PKE32 and PKE65 basic devices will 

be the same as those used for motor protection applications.

Together with the PKE-SWD-CP function element, these 

system protection trip blocks can communicate directly with 

the corresponding controller via SmartWire-DT in order to 

transmit valuable information on individual phase currents and 

switch data. This, in turn, provides an ideal backdrop for

monitoring the load feeder.

Overload pre-warning

–  Premature process standstills due 

to motor overload can be detected 

and avoided with the assistance of 

the thermal motor model.

Current / capacity utilization

–  Relative motor current value (PKE 

motor-protective circuit-breaker)

–  Phase current values (PKE circuit-

breaker)

Everything at a glance

Connecting a PKE unit to SmartWire-DT 

makes it possible to transmit all switching 

states and status messages to the 

corresponding controller, eliminating the 

need for the additional equipment that 

would otherwise be required to access this 

information. This does away with additional 

hardware components while also making 

sure that the overall system has a more 

transparent configuration. In addition to 

this, process data such as load current and 

thermal load is also transmitted in order 

to indicate potential process failures in 

advance. The result is a system with greater 

availability that is easier to service.
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Diagnostics
–  Overcurrent (short-circuit),  

phase loss, overload, test

Additional functions

–  Overload relay function (contactor 

is switched off at overload)

–  Manual / automatic operation via 

rotary switch

Status

– Switch position PKE, contactor

– Set rated current

– Set time-lag class

Networked PKE motor starter /  
motor-protective  circuit-breaker

The PKE-SWD-32 and PKE-SWD-SP function elements are designed to make 

it possible to integrate PKE motor starter combinations for currents of up to 

32 A and PKE motor-protective circuit-breakers for currents of up to 65 A into 

SmartWire-DT systems.

By connecting these function elements to a PKE unit, status messages for the 

contact state, switch settings, motor current, and thermal motor load will be 

transmitted to the corresponding controller. This means that you will get much 

more information regarding your process, enabling you to detect deviations 

and critical states much more quickly. In addition, the selectable overload relay 

functionality featured by the PKE-SWD-32 function element for PKE motor 

starter combinations will switch the contactor off and on automatically in the 

event of an overload. Manually switching on the motor-protective circuit-breaker 

will not be necessary, as it will remain switched on.

Overload

Short-circuit

Phase loss

Test trip
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SmartWire-DT®. 
Simply efficient.

In addition to communicating with control circuit devices and motor starters, 

SmartWire-DT can also communicate directly with NZM2/3/4 compact circuit-

breakers with the XSWD-704 NZM module. In fact, this is one of the cases in 

which the SmartWire-DT communication system truly puts its performance 

on full display. Important circuit-breaker information is made available via 

SmartWire-DT, including, for example, phase currents of up to 1,600 A and 

diagnostic data such as load warnings and diagnostic messages. In fact, up 

to 32 bytes of process and diagnostic data can be transmitted to PLCs via 

SmartWire-DT.

Intelligent motor control center with SmartWire-DT®

The iMCC line of xEnergy enclosures 

is a motor control center solution with 

communication capabilities  in which 

SmartWire-DT replaces all control 

current wiring in the corresponding 

withdrawable units. Enclosure makers 

and xEnergy partners both benefit from 

this, as mounting is simplified and the 

amount of wiring for withdrawable units is 

reduced thanks to SmartWire-DT, saving 

considerable space in the process.

SmartWire-DT – high-performance 
communication for energy 
management

NZM communication

The detection and correction of faults 

before they occur is the objective of the 

preventative warning. That is why NZM 

units use SmartWire-DT to signal excessive 

current values with three warning levels. The 

SmartWire-DT module features additional 

inputs and outputs for directly driving a remote 

operator for the circuit-breaker, significantly 

reducing wiring.

Load warnings

Remote switching
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XMC

Energy meter on board

The NZM module transfers the value of consumed active 

energy in the respective input or output circuit. For this 

purpose, a non-volatile energy meter is on board the module 

and can be read at any time via SmartWire-DT. This provides 

the prerequisite for energy optimization.

The NZM function element has a further standardized S0 

interface for energy measurement in addition to the NZM 

interface. The NZM-XMC-S0 module, which actually measures 

the energy, is connected to it. It incorporates the measurement 

transformer and the required measurement circuitry.

Operators are also able to take advantage of the additional benefits 

provided by the comprehensive diagnostic information that can 

be transmitted via SmartWire-DT for all connected switchgear. 

This information not only makes troubleshooting much easier and 

helps minimize system downtimes, but can also be used to analyze 

operating states such as short circuit, overload, underload, and 

phase failure statesin detail or transmit the current motor current 

value. For example, the fact that the status of the motor-protective 

circuit-breaker's overload unit is transmitted as well makes it 

possible to detect and correct imminent overload situations on time, 

significantly increasing system availability. This is compounded 

by the fact that withdrawable units can be easily hot swapped, 

increasing the availability of machines and systems even further.
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Motor-starter combinations with soft starters DS7

In connection with SmartWire-DT, using a motor-starter combination consisting of 

a PKE motor-protective circuit-breaker and a DS7 soft starter results in a number 

of new advantages that provide perfect motor protection and increased availability.

• Device protection against overloads

• Additional soft starter protection if there are too many starts per hour

•  Overload protection relay function (in the event of an overload, the DS7 will 

trip instead of the PKE)

• Diagnostics and status messages available via SmartWire-DT

• Increases system availability by transmitting process-relevant data

• Advance warning function for avoiding overloads

•  Eliminates time-consuming troubleshooting during commissioning and 

maintenance

• Adjustable current limiting function

SmartWire-DT®.
Data transparency included.

DS7 soft starters can be used to start three-phase motors within a performance 

range of 1.5 kW to 110 kW. They feature potentiometers that can be used to 

adjust their ramp times and start voltage, with the available range for times 

going from 1 to 30 s (start) and 0 to 30 s (stop) and the available range for the 

start voltage (= starting torque) going from 30% to 100% of the mains voltage.

DS7 soft starter with SmartWire-DT®

Being able to use a controller to directly 

access all of a soft starter's parameters 

via SmartWire-DT is the epitome of ease 

of operation. To begin with, users can read 

and overwrite potentiometer settings via 

SmartWire-DT. Moreover, access to detailed 

status, fault, and diagnostic messages 

makes an accurate analysis possible during 

troubleshooting, enabling users to quickly fix 

problems.

SmartWire-DT plug-in units make installation 

fast and error-free, with the resulting 

connection including the soft starter's control 

current supply. The result is a reduction in the 

I/O required for the controller.
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PowerXL™ variable frequency drives and 
variable speed starters – Communicate with 
SmartWire-DT®

PowerXL™ DC1 and DA1 variable frequency drives, as well 

as our new PowerXL™ DE1 variable speed starters, can be 

expanded with SmartWire-DT modules. In fact, SmartWire-DT 

can be used to control, configure, and diagnose both variable 

speed starters and variable frequency drives based on the 

PROFIdrive profile.

Easily monitor miniature circuit-breakers

The SmartWire-DT interface module for protective 

switchgear enables machine builders to quickly and easily 

connect miniature circuit-breakers, residual current circuit-

breakers, and residual current operated circuit-breakers with 

overcurrent protection to SmartWire-DT. This ensures that 

the protective switchgear's status (on, off, tripped) will be 

integrated into the machine's or power distribution system's 

control or monitoring system. This function is designed to 

assist service and maintenance teams and provide them 

with continuous information regarding the system so that 

they can respond quickly to any problems that arise and 

prevent downtimes as a result.
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Can be universally used with all sensors and actuators

T-connectors can be used flexibly and are available for connecting one, two, or four sensors and 

actuators:

• Digital inputs

• Configurable inputs/outputs

• Analog inputs (0-20mA, 0-10V)

• Analog outputs (0-20mA, 0-10V)

• Counters (simple counters, encoders)

•  A five-connector round cable with M12 plug connectors is used to connect to SmartWire-DT

•  The sensor/actuator connections also use standardized M12 plug connectors

SmartWire-DT®.
Smart down to the last sensor

SmartWire-DT can also be used to directly connect sensors and actuators in the 

field. This is done with T-connectors, which are available as I/O modules with an 

IP67 degree of protection.

Within this context, the option of directly connecting individual sensors/

actuators to SmartWire-DT is unique. It not only makes connection cables 

dramatically shorter, but also allows for flexible installation configurations that 

can adapt to the needs of any application.

Installation: Fully flexible

The fact that the various T-connectors can be combined freely 

makes installation tremendously easier. The digital and analog 

T-connectors available are designed to perfectly adapt to local 

installation conditions. For example, say you have a digital 

sensor followed by a digital actuator and then by two analog 

inputs, which are in turn followed by two digital inputs: Not a 

problem. In fact, configurable T-connectors even allow you to 

freely select the type of connector (input or output) you want.

Five-conductor round cable with M12 plug 

connectors for communication and power supply
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Easy installation

T-connectors are easy to install. In addition to screw fixing, 

they can be mounted without tools by using common 

installation clips that are suitable, among other things, for 

mounting on mounting rails. Simply clip the T-connectors in 

place and you're done!

T-connectors for connecting up 

to two sensors / actuators

LED status indicators that can be 

seen from anywhere

Signal sensor/actuator and 

communication statuses

Sensors/actuators are connected with a 

standardized M12 interface. In addition, the 

integrated 24 V power supply is overload and 

short-circuit proof and features diagnostic options.

A maximum length of 600 m makes this solution ideal for applications that are spread out across large spaces. Moreover, the 

standardized M12 plug connectors make it easier to remove machine parts that need to be disconnected for transportation and 

then reinstalled at the customer's facilities.

600 meters

Expansion during operation: Couldn't be easier!

If you need to add an additional sensor later on, all you have 

to do is install a new T-connector at the required location and 

connect the sensor.
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Ask people from any industry and they will all agree on one thing: The unparalleled versatility of 

Eaton automation products is only matched by the benefits provided by Eaton's Lean Solution, 

featuring SmartWire-DT®. Whether they come from the tunnel construction, agriculture, food, 

packaging, engineered wood product, or plastics processing industry, our customers all tend to 

have sophisticated challenges that need to be overcome and usually share the same common 

goal: lower costs, improved efficiency, and a better use of energy, which benefits not only their 

companies, but the environment as well.

Eaton Applications –  
Driving Success in Countless Industries

Opening the way for Germany's Industry 4.0 vision

Industry: 

Construction equipment

Customer: 

mts Perforator GmbH

Application:  

Worldwide demand for innovative tunneling technologies is healthy and grow-

ing in a number of industries, including those related to traffic and transporta-

tion, power distribution and other utilities, and disposal. And Valluhn-based 

mts Perforator GmbH, a company specializing in tunnel boring machines, plays 

a leading role in satisfying this demand from its headquarters near Hamburg. 

While searching for a cost-effective machine control system solution that would 

meet the tunnel construction experts' expectations concerning reliability and 

tamper resistance, the company's staff ran into SmartWire-DT. Soon after, mts 

obtained excellent results with the first projects to use Lean Connectivity and 

Smart-Wire-DT. Today, the company extensively benefits from the system's reli-

able tamper-proof features, streamlined wiring, and increased efficiency, help-

ing it come one very important step closer to the networked industrial vision of 

Industry 4.0.

Eaton's smart devices enable us to protect our machines 
against tampering all across the globe.
Norbert Simdon, mts Electronic Support

http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid2852956746001?bckey=AQ~~,AAABLy8iWZk~,GDmWjYLiJj5SRxJdUGD-H2f3ES28hCFA&bctid=3365421406001
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The Art of Processing

Industry: 

Plastics industry

Customer: 

CDM Engineering

Application:  

Italy's CDM Engineering/OMP Prealpina is an international leader in the manu-

facture of extruders for plastic recycling and has been using Eaton devices in 

its systems for over 20 years. In fact, it continues to do so in its latest state-

of-the-art equipment, including the new ES135C extruder, which can process 

over 2,500 kg of plastic per hour thanks to its superior size and performance. 

To protect the system's more than 20 motors from overloading, CDM uses 

PKZ0 motor-protective circuit-breakers connected to an XV-152 HMI PLC via 

SmartWire-DT. And when choosing which industrial PC to use, the company de-

cided to go with the Eaton XP700 with Galileo software installed on it – on one 

hand because of its ability to process enormous amounts of data, on the other 

because it could be connected to the machine's SmartWire-DT system.

Eaton has enabled us to significantly lower our operating 
and maintenance costs..
Antonio Caprioli, Engineering Manager at CDM

Perfectly Packaged

Industry: 

Packaging industry

Customer: 

Macchi SpA

Application:  

The use of stretch wrap is so widespread that virtually every single industry 

uses it to some extent. However, there is still room for improvement, and Mac-

chi SpA, a leading manufacturer of plastics processing machines, recommends 

the use of cast stretch wrap instead of today's prevalent blown stretch wrap 

due to the former's better cost-effectiveness. In order to enable companies 

to fully take advantage of cast stretch wrap's benefits, Macchi recently devel-

oped its energy-efficient CAST film 5000 machine, featuring five extruders. Of 

course, it was only natural that such a sophisticated machine would require an 

equally sophisticated control system, which is why the company decided to use 

Eaton components. Another decisive factor in the decision-making process? 

Eaton's innovative SmartWire-DT control wiring system.

The response we've gotten on the market definitely 
means that we will be using SmartWire-DT technology in 
other machines in the near future as well.
Mauro Andreoli, Macchi Sales Manager

http://www.eaton.eu/ecm/idcplg?IdcService=GET_FILE&allowInterrupt=1&RevisionSelectionMethod=LatestReleased&Rendition=Primary&dDocName=PCT_353898
http://www.eaton.eu/ecm/idcplg?IdcService=GET_FILE&allowInterrupt=1&RevisionSelectionMethod=LatestReleased&Rendition=Primary&dDocName=PCT_483566
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